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ABSTRACT 

Online social networking has become a very popular web 

application. Many popular online social networks such as 

twitter, Facebook, Linkedln, are extremely rich in content and 

typically contain a tremendous amount of data which can be 

utilized for pattern analysis. Most of the current efforts in 

analyzing social networks are done with respect to static 

structures. Static analysis is done in batch mode over 

particular snapshot, assuming that the social network changes 

slowly over time. However, analyzing the dynamic aspects of 

social networks could provide insight into structural and 

behavioral characteristics of network. Here, patterns of 

interaction between users are found based on their „Like‟ 

characteristics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Social network analysis views social relationships in terms of 

network theory, consisting of nodes representing individual 

actors within the network and ties which represent relation-

ships between the individuals [2]. Social networks are formed 

by many types of social interactions daily and continuously 

between people from different walks of life. Hence social 

network analysis has become an interesting field of research 

in order to understand the social structure, social relationships 

and social behaviors [1]. Static analysis is done in batch mode 

over particular snapshot, assuming that the social network 

changes slowly over time [2]. However, analyzing the 

dynamic aspects of social networks could provide insight into 

the structural and behavioral characteristics of network [3].  

In this paper, analysis of data is done using Facebook data. 

The patterns of interaction between the users are found based 

on users „Like‟ characteristics. The resulting pattern will help 

in answering questions such as, what is the key factor that 

makes a person popular in a network, or how active is a 

relationship between a popular person and a less popular 

person is [15]. The main objective of the project is to collect 

Facebook data for a time period and analyze the data. The 

collected Facebook data includes user profile details, group 

details, likes, page fan etc. This is done using Graph API 

which is a simple HTTP-based API that gives access to the 

Facebook databases. Facebook provides an SQL-like interface 

called Facebook Query Language (FQL) that helps us to 

access these databases. Data collected using Graph API is in 

JSON format. It is stored locally in a MongoDB database. 

MongoDB is a NoSQL database engine that stores data in a 

semi structured JSON format called documents [6]. 

To understand the network data visual representations of 

social networks are important. With respect to visualization, 

network analysis tools are used to change the layout, colors, 

size and other properties of the network representation [4]. 

Here, Gephi is used for visualizing the network. The software 

provides a powerful and interactive visualization and 

exploration tool kit to explore, understand and manipulate 

graph structures, to reveal hidden insights of pattern [13]. 

2. RELATED WORK 
People sharing certain similarities tend to form communities 

in social media. At the same time, they participate in various 

online activities such as content sharing, tagging, tweeting, 

etc. These activities leave traces of their social life which 

would help in understanding the emerging social structures. In 

this work [8], they advance further to explore different group 

profiling strategies to construct descriptions of a group, 

helping explain the group formation.  

In this paper [8] they have presented three sensible methods: 

aggregation, differentiation and egocentric differentiation for 

group profiling. One possible future direction they suggest on 

group profiling is to study the internal structure of groups and 

how they affect the group profiling performance. Another 

interesting future task is to study the group interaction and 

how the group profiling can be useful in link prediction. 

 In paper [3], they have discussed primarily the problem of 

community detection within social networks. They have 

discussed community discovery in new domains such as 

heterogeneous social network, directed social network and 

dynamic social network.  

In paper [1], they define a framework to find evolution of pat-

terns which are regular in dynamic networks. These patterns 

can be used to characterize the local properties of dynamic 

networks, and predict future behavior. In this framework, 

different snapshots of the dynamic network are transformed to 

a summary graph, and then occurrence rules are discovered 

for searching for evolution patterns. They have taken protein- 

protein interaction dataset. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
Data extraction and data analysis are the two important phases 

of the project. The data extraction process is done for finite 

time period of six months. Many data analysis techniques are 

applied on the collected data to find out hidden patterns. 

Graph Patterns, statistical values of social network analysis 

and visualization of the network constitutes the result. 

 

Fig 1: System Architecture 

3.1 Data Extraction 
„DataHub‟ application was created using Facebook developer 

platform. Facebook has got rich amount of social network 

data. Most of the third party users make use of this valuable 

data with help of an interface that Facebook provides for 

analytics called Graph API. Graph API authenticates users 

who access these data and establishes a transparent data flow 

portal where users‟ confidential data remains protected. 

Facebook supports Heroku server which is a Platform as a 

service (Pass) where developers can deploy their Facebook 

applications. 

The data is extracted from Facebook users who have accepted 

the application request. The application is developed in PHP 
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using Facebook‟s Graph API. Backend is implemented using 

MongoDB. Facebook‟s Query language named as FQL is 

used to fetch data from Facebook server. 

The collected data is stored in JSON format which is stored in 

Mongo DB. Whenever a user adds the application, an access 

token will be generated for the user and is stored in the 

database. This access token will be valid for 2 months‟ time 

period. During this time period, the details of the user can be 

collected using this access token. If a token expires, then the 

token should be renewed by the user. 

 

Fig 2: Data Extraction. 

3.2 Database 
Since the data from Facebook is in JSON format we use 

MongoDB for storage. Mongo Engine accepts JSON 

formatted strings as input. It has become easy to use the 

interface through which data can be queried using simple 

javascript statements. Moreover, MongoDB provides platform 

independent data migration and manipulation facilities so that 

data is easily portable and accessible from anywhere [6]. 

When the cron job is executed, dataset of all the registered 

users will be generated. For each user, dataset will be written 

in JSON Format into a separate text file. All of the generated 

text files will be compressed into a zip file and will be sent to 

mail. From there it is transferred into MongoDB.  

3.3 Data Collected 
Upon registering App in Facebook, they provide access token 

for Graph API. Graph API triggers queries in the form of 

FQL. The JSON response from Graph API is stored in 

MongoDB.  The FQL tables that are used to get data are: 

1) User  

a) About me: More information about the 

user being queried.  

b) Activities: The user‟s activities.  

c) Affiliations: The networks to which the 

user being queried belongs. The status 

field within this field will only return 

results in English. 

d) Age range: The user‟s age range. 

e) birthday date: The user‟s birthday in 

MM/DD/YYYY format  

f) Books: The user‟s favorite books.  

g) Current location: The user‟s current 

location. 

h) Online presence: The user‟s Facebook 

Chat status. Returns a string, one of active, 

idle, offline, or error (when Facebook 

can‟t determine presence information on 

the server side).  

i) Sex: The user‟s gender.  

2) Group  

a) gid: The group ID of the group being 

queried.  

b) Name: The name of the group being 

queried.  

c) Privacy: The privacy setting of the group 

being queried, indicating whether the 

group is OPEN, CLOSED, or SECRET.  

d) Update time: The last time the group 

being queried was updated.  

3) page fan  

a) Created time: The UNIX time when the 

user liked the Page  

b) Page id: The ID of the Page being 

queried.  

c) Profile section: The profile section on the 

user‟s profile which contains the Page. 

3.4 Tools Used 
Gephi: Gephi is an open source data visualization tool 

developed in Java. It provides several functionalities for the 

manipulation of network data as well as its representation 

[13]. The user can interact with the graph representation; 

manipulate the structures, shapes and colors to reveal hidden 

properties.  

Graph API: It is the interface provided by the Facebook for 

accessing their database. Graph API works with third party 

application once the application is registered in Facebook 

developer platform. It authenticates and validates requests 

coming from applications and respond in Http-JSON format.  

4. RESULT 
Social influence can play a crucial role in a range of 

behavioral phenomena. Identifying the influence factor from 

the vast availability of data from online social network 

remains a challenge [10]. 

This paper analyzes different patterns evolved with respect to 

users „Like‟. The user „Like‟ behavior is analyzed by using 

most frequently liked objects. The „Like‟ is classified into two 

groups: 

1) Object Likes: Object can be a video, note, link, 

photo or album. Object id, type of object liked is 

used for analysis.  

2) Page Likes: The page id and the time when the user 

liked the page is used for analysis.  

The pattern of community with respect to the authors 

Facebook network is shown. This is done using Force Atlas‟ 

algorithm in Gephi. Force Atlas makes the connected nodes 

attracted to each other and pushes the unconnected node apart 

to create clusters of connection. The blue and violet represents 

clusters of B.Tech friends, juniors and seniors, which is the 

largest community. The red color represents cluster of school 

friends. The green cluster represents M.Tech friends. Yellow 

cluster represents relatives. With respect to each community 

we analyze different „Like‟ patterns. 
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Fig 3: Community Detection. 

4.1 Object Likes 
4.1.1 Like Pattern of Object 1 
Object id = 704662899591652, Type Photo. The dataset value 

is plotted in Gephi. Here each node represents the person in 

network. This graph shows which user belonging to which 

community has liked the object in particular days. The color 

code of the above graph representing the dates during which 

the users liked the object is also given. 

 

Fig 4: Like Pattern of Object 1 

The above graph clearly shows that this particular photo was 

liked by 9 people on the same day the photo was uploaded. It 

is mainly from two different communities as can be seen. 

Considering the two adjacent dates, date 1 and date 2, the 

object was liked by nodes from two communities on date 1 

and it was liked by nodes from three communities on date 2. 

By comparing each community it is observed that the likes of 

object 1 were spread among large cluster within no time. 

4.1.2 Like Pattern of Object 2 
Object id = 10201129045548588, Type Photo. The dataset is 

plotted in Gephi with respect to this object. An interesting 

pattern is obtained from this graph. This graph shows that the 

object was liked only in a particular community. This object 

was posted on a private group; hence it was not liked by other 

nodes in the network. 

 

Fig 4: Like Pattern of Object 2 

4.1.3 Like Pattern of Object 3 
Object id = 10203102020125918, Type Photo. In this graph 

also, it is seen that object was liked only in a particular 

community. Following the same procedure, analyzing 

different object likes with respect to the data set were 

completed. 

 

Fig 4: Like Pattern of Object 3 

4.2 Page Likes 
Now analyzing data set of page „Likes‟ the following patterns 

were obtained. 

4.2.1 Like Pattern of Page 1 
Page id = 344128252278047, Page name: Sachin Tendulkar 

The dataset is plotted in Gephi. Here each node represents the 

person in network. The graph shows which user belonging to 

which community has liked the page in particular days. 

 

Fig 4: Like Pattern of Page 1 
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From this graph it is observed that this page was liked by 

people from almost all communities implying that it is very 

popular. During a particular day, this page was liked by 6 

people from three different communities. So some event 

might have happened for this condition to occur. Comparing 

the dates it can be concluded that page was liked by people 

when Sachin Tendulkar was about to retire from cricket. 

4.2.2 Like Pattern of Page 2 
Page id = 365947683460934 Page name: Mohanlal. This is a 

page of Malayalam actor. 

 

Fig 6: Like Pattern of Page 2 

The nodes that liked the page belonged to different com-

munities. Comparing all the adjacent dates, it is observed how 

the „Like‟ pattern of this particular page propagated through 

the network. 

4.2.3 Like Pattern of Page 3 
Page id = 331288023558058 Page name: Facebook for Every 

Phone.  

 

Fig 7: Like Pattern of Page 3 

From this graph it is observed that this particular page was 

liked by people from same community during the first three 

consecutive days.   

 All the statistical values like degree, betweenness centrality, 

page rank, clustering coefficient, number of triangles and 

eigenvector centrality of each object and pages with respect to 

different user‟s network were examined. For example, the 

values shown in the tables below represent the statistical 

values of object one, with respect to social network of three 

different users whom, indeed, has liked the object. 

Table 1: Statistical Value of Object 1 with respect to user1 

 

Table 2: Statistical Value of Object 1 with respect to user2 

 

Table 3: Statistical Value of Object 1 with respect to user3 

 

Where BC: Betweeness Centrality, PR: Page Rank, CC: 

Clustering Coefficient, EC: Eigenvector Centrality. 

4.2.4 Definitions 
Betweenness Centrality: It identifies an entity‟s position 

within a network in terms of its ability to make connections to 

other pairs or groups in a network. It is the number of shortest 

paths that pass through a node divided by all shortest paths in 

the network. It shows which nodes are more likely to be in 

communication paths between other nodes. It is also useful in 

determining points where the network would break apart. A 

node with high betweenness has great influence over what 

flows and does not in the network.  

Page Rank: It is an iterative algorithm that measures the 

importance of each node within the network. The metric 

assigns each node a probability, that is, the probability of 

being at that page after many clicks. 

Clustering Coefficient: The clustering coefficient, when 

applied to a single node, is a measure of how complete the 

neighborhood of a node is. When applied to an entire network, 

it is the average clustering coefficient over all of the nodes in 

the network. The clustering coefficient, along with the mean 

shortest path, can indicate a “small-world” effect.  

Eigen vector centrality: This measure takes into account, not 

only the number of links that each person has, but also the 

number of links of the connected people, and their links too, 

and so on, throughout the network. By ranking people by 
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eigenvector centrality measure, the important people in the 

network could be found out. 

It was analyzed from these statistical values that the users who 

liked the object or page on the same day and with higher 

degree value had higher betweenness centrality measure, 

higher page ranking measure, lower clustering coefficient 

measure, higher number of triangles and higher eigen vector 

centrality measure. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Analyzing the dynamic aspects of social networks could 

provide insight into structural and behavioral characteristics 

of network. In this paper, data analysis using Facebook user 

data, who has accepted the application request, was done. The 

patterns of interaction between the users are found based on 

users‟ „Like‟ characteristics. From this approach it is 

measured how frequent an object or page „Like‟ happen in 

different communities. 

An application named “DataHub” was created to collect data 

from Facebook users. The collected Facebook data includes 

user profile details, group details, likes, etc. The collected 

information was stored in the database. With the help of 

Gephi different patterns of network was plotted with respect 

to time period. Is was observed that some object and page like 

occur only in one community implying it is a closed group or 

the object and page liked is of some interest to people 

belonging to that particular community. 

One of the main areas that can be explored is by finding 

patterns not only with respect to one users‟ network alone, but 

also with other users‟ network pattern too. For this, it is 

required to create more than one same Facebook application 

for extracting data and deploying it among more than five 

active people in Facebook. Another work which can be done  

is, identifying the features of community by analyzing the 

patterns. That is by finding out which type of page, object or 

post is being liked more in a particular community. Using this 

it is able to predict which object or page is going to be a hit in 

that community. Association rule mining can be applied to 

predict the similar behavior of communities. Association rule 

mining tells the possibility of a new object to become a hit 

after another object is being liked. 
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